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Shipped is a simple local multiplayer naval game for up to 8 players. You can accelerate, but you can't break! Choose your
favorite girl and navigate around the screen without losing control of your ship. Grab crates to get ammunition or shoot air with
your empty cannons to push enemies or deflect incoming fire. Keep up with the movement of the camera! If your ship goes off-

screen it will instantly explode!

Not enough friends? Add AI-controlled players or try to clear the single-player arcade mode.

Local multiplayer for 2-8 players.

Challenging single player mode.

Play with friends or against the AI.

5 different game modes.

Simple controls, hard to master.

Lovely characters and soundtrack.
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Very fun game!! It is an indy game of great quality and a very fun gameplay, very recommended!!. Hi I Recomend This game.Is
a very good game for play with friends a lot of laught and very funny. Hola recomiendo este juego es un muy buen juego para
jugar con amigos muchas risas y diversion. Hallo Dass ist eine gute Spielt kauft dass. VIVA YISUS Y SUS ZUMITRES.
Perfectly executed game, it hooks you up inmediately and makes you want to try harder, we are playing it with friends and
having a great time!!.
It's very polished, every aspect has been designed with care. Totally worth it ;). PROS
- Beautiful
- Great charisma
- Fun to play with friends
- Challenging
- Wonderful OST

CONS
- Friendships killer
- I don't always win, ergo Waba loses sometimes

Team Waba!. Really surprised about this game, i've played another Majorariatto games, like Majotori and Golfing Over It whit
Alva Majo.
It's excellent as other titles from the developer.
Perfect to play with friends,
Also has an arcade gamemode that is really fun, the "Arcade Mode" it goes by days, and you need to complete the level to
advance to the next day.
The difficulty is focused on the controls, since they are easy to learn however difficult to master.
Probably the best Indie game launched this month, knowing that only one person develops it.
. El juego esta muy bien, es divertido entre amigos aunque cuesta un poco adaptarte a las mecanicas. I have worked in this
game\u2019s soundtrack. However, to be fair, I will try do this review as if I had not participated in its development.

I honestly think the game has a very personal control, which is difficult enough to be able to learn and improve without being
frustrated during the process. In addition, the game becomes steadily more challenging as its draws on and finally achieves a
high level of virtuosity.

I think there are some marvellous mechanics, such as moving the boat\u00b4s sails or spelling air when you don\u2019t have
cannon bullets. In fact, the negative point I find is that sometimes you want to put on practise those skills and you can\u2019t do
it with the bots. This is when you call your friends.

I have been playing with my sister and, honestly, it has been ages since the last time we laughed in that way.
I wish lots of success both to this game and to Majotorariatto!. So funny with friends, nice job!
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Single player mode is really good and funny, multiplayer is a gemstone.

Art is also really really good, totally worth it!. Great game, but it should have:

- Online multiplayer.
- More minigames.
- An option to skip or increase speed of bots so you won't need to spectate some bots.
- 16:9.. If you have a bad day and just want to chill a little bit , enter the game and play for like 10-20 minutes
10\/10 for me. Interesting game.
Simple, but offers more than meets the eye. Very tight controls that get hooked from the beginning.

We'll see if Alva has managed to give it that extra. Competitive International Championship when?
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